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Does ant dispersal of seeds in Sclerolaena
diacantha (Chenopodiaceae) generate local

spatial genetic structure?
ROD PEAKALL* & ANDREW J. BEATTIE

Schoolof Biological Sciences, Mac quarie University, NSW 2109, Australia.

Sclerolaena diacantha is unusual in that it can exhibit contrasting diaspore dispersal at adjacent
sites. At most sites, the diaspores merely1fall to the ground where secondary dispersal occurs.
However, at some sites ants actively collect the diaspore that contains a food body and
subsequently thousands of seeds accumulate on the long-lived ant mounds. The study evalu-
ated the patterns of local spatial genetic structure within and among replicated sites with and
without ant dispersal. Spatial autocorrelation, relatedness coefficients and gene correlation
statistics based on four polymorphic allozyme loci showed that local spatial structure was
minimal at two sites without ant dispersal. In contrast, moderate local spatial structure was
apparent at one of the ant-dispersed sites whereas weak spatial structure was detected at the
other. Restricted diaspore dispersal centred on long-lived ant mounds may explain the
observed spatial structure at the first site whereas other forces appear to have contributed to
the erosion of spatial structure at the second site. This multisite spatial study highlights the
complexity of the interacting forces that may create or erode genetic structure in natural plant
populations.

Keywords: ant dispersal, gene correlation, gene flow, genetic structure, relatedness, spatial
autocorrelation.

Introduction

Theoretical models predict that plant populations
will exhibit local population genetic structure when
gene flow is restricted (Wright 1943; 1978). In
support of these models, Turner et al. (1982) showed
with computer simulations that under restricted
gene flow, and in the absence of selection, a random
distribution of genotypes is converted to a patchy
distribution of homozygotes and heterozygotes. Sub-
sequently, other computer studies have confirmed
that positive spatial autocorrelation that declines
with distance, indicating a patchy distribution of
genotypes, quickly develops under restricted gene
flow (Sokal & Wartenberg 1983; Sokal et a!., 1989;
Epperson, 1990; Sokal & Jacquez, 1991; Ohsawa et
al., 1993). Studies of spatial structure in plant popu-
lations are important because spatial structure, when
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found, reflects the operation of key evolutionary
processes. Furthermore, when spatial structure exists
it may influence other processes such as inbreeding
and microgeographical evolution.

Some empirical studies of plants where gene flow
is known, or reasonably assumed, to be restricted
have found local spatial genetic structure using spa-
tial autocorrelation analysis or other related tech-
niques (see Heywood, 1991, for review). For
example, positive spatial autocorrelation at short dis-
tance classes has been detected for some allozyme
loci in Gleditsia triancanthos and Maclura pomifera
(Schnabel et al., 1991) and in Acer saccharum (Perry
& Knowles, 1991). On the other hand, although
good estimates of pollen and seed dispersal are
available for Delphinium nelsonii, spatial autocorre-
lation was not apparent at five allozyme loci (Waser,
1987), probably in part the result of postpollination
events that bias the gene flow patterns. Similarly,
spatial autocorrelation for allozyme loci has not
been found in Pinus contorta (Epperson & Allard,
1989), Picea mariana (Knowles, 1991) or Psychotria
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neri'osa (Dewey & Heywood, 1988) where it is
assumed gene flow is sufficient to minimize the
development of spatial genetic structure.

Epperson (1990) has identified an alternative
explanation for the lack of spatial structure in some
plant populations. Using computer simulations he
has shown that directional selection, whereby fitness
is inherent in the genotype, can greatly reduce the
spatial autocorrelation normally imposed by
restricted gene flow. This is a plausible explanation
for the lack of spatial structure observed for a rare
white floral colour mutation in Ipomoea purpurea
despite strong spatial autocorrelation at another
floral colour locus (Epperson, 1989, 1990). On the
other hand, computer simulations by Sokal et a!.
(1989) reveal that selection associated with micro-
geographical variation can create spatial structure
that is correlated with patchiness in the environ-
ment. Nevertheless, selection must be strong to off-
set structure caused by restricted gene flow (Sokal et
al., 1989). There is some evidence that both
restricted gene flow and microgeographical selection
may account for the spatial structure observed at
floral morphological traits in Impatiens paiida and I.
capensis (Schoen & Latta, 1989).

Sciero/aena diacantha is a common and wide-
spread chenopod of arid Australia that lives from
one to several years depending on seasonal condi-
tions. The available evidence indicates that pollen
flow is restricted with self-pollination accounting for
up to 70 per cent of the seed set. Furthermore,
although the low rate of outcrossing is probably ach-
ieved by wind-pollination, moderate genetic differ-
entiation at several allozyme loci is apparent among
sites separated by 0.1—4.1 km (Peakall et a!., 1993).

The species is unusual in that it can exhibit con-
trasting diaspore dispersal at adjacent sites. At most
sites, the woody diaspores merely fall to the ground
where secondary dispersal, if any, may be effected by
strong wind and/or temporary flooding during rare
but occasionally very heavy rainfall. For example, we
have observed that diaspores may accumulate along
the edge of depressions after the local floodwaters
recede. Collectively, secondary dispersal by wind and
water is likely to disperse the seed randomly,
although at a given time dispersal may have a strong
directional component. In contrast, at sites where
the ant Rhytidoponera sp. B is common, the diaspore
which contains a soft food mass is actively collected
by the ants that eat the food body but discard the
seeds intact and viable. As a consequence, many
thousands of seeds accumulate on the long-lived ant
mounds and the plant is often found growing on
them (Davidson & Morton, 1981a,b; Peakall et a!.,

1993). At these sites, dispersal is likely to be direc-
tional rather than random with much of the seed
bank being stored in a 'safe site'. Furthermore,
because the ant mounds are raised up to 1 m above
the surrounding soil and usually vegetated, they may
be an important source of seed for subsequent
recolonization away from the mounds following
extensive flooding.

We have predicted that seed dispersal by ants may
have important genetic consequences for S. diacan-
tha (Peakall et al., 1993). First, ants may assist in the
creation of local genetic structure if the seed that
accumulates on long-lived mounds is harvested from
a restricted area year after year. Secondly, storage
within the seed bank may help to retain genetic
structure once it is established by enabling gene flow
from the past. This temporal gene flow can reinforce
spatial structure, unlike spatial gene flow which
tends to homogenize it (Del Castillo, 1994).
Evidence in support of these predictions has already
been found. Electrophoretic analysis of seeds stored
within randomly selected ant mounds at two sites
revealed that genetic differentiation was three times
greater among seed banks (FST = 0.300) than among
sites (FST = 0.018) although collectively the genetic
diversity stored within ant mounds was similar to the
total diversity within the sites (Peakall et a!., 1993).
Thus in the absence of selection, it is expected that
strong genetic differentiation in the seed bank will
be translated into significant local spatial genetic
structure in the adult population. Therefore, while
seed dispersal is typically considered to be relatively
unimportant as a factor influencing patterns of
genetic variation in plants (Hamrick & Godt, 1989),
both pollen and seed flow are predicted to influence
genetic patterns in this plant but at very different
scales: within populations seed dispersal should have
a strong influence whereas pollen flow is likely to be
more important at the larger population scale.

In this study we take advantage of the unique
opportunity afforded by the contrasting seed disper-
sal patterns in Scieroleana diacantha to determine
whether restricted ant dispersal can generate local
spatial genetic structure in the adult populations.
We do this by comparing the patterns of genetic
diversity and spatial structure within and among rep-
licated sites with and without ant dispersal.

Materials and methods

Study site

Fowlers Gap Arid Zone Research Station is oper-
ated by the University of New South Wales. It is
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located 112 km north of Broken Hill, in an arid
region of Australia with an average rainfall of 200
mm distributed throughout the year. The vegetation
is dominated by chenopods, especially saltbush (Atri-
plex sp.), bluebush (Maireana sp.) and shorter lived
shrubs such as S. diacantha that reaches a maximum
height of 0.3 m.

Following a period of exceptionally good rainfall
in late 1992, we returned to three of the 12 sites
used in our previous study (Peakall et at., 1993). A
fourth new site (S4) was also selected approximately
300 m NE of S3. The four sites were located within
an area of approximately 1.5 x 3 km and full location
details are given in Peakall et al. (1993). Two 'ant-
dispersed' sites, C2 and Ml, had conspicuous nest
mounds of Rhytidoponera sp. B, many with S. dia-
cant ha growing on them. Two 'non-ant-dispersed'
sites, Si and S4, were selected because of their prox-
imity to the ant-dispersed sites and because they did
not contain nest mounds of Rhytidoponera sp. B or
other possible ant-dispersers. Hereafter, the ant-dis-
persed sites will be referred to as A-C2 and A-Mi
while the non-ant-dispersed sites will be referred to
as N-Si and N-S4 to clearly differentiate the two
types of site.

Matching of the sites

For experiments involving multiple sites, it is impos-
sible to control for all the underlying ecological dif-
ferences. In this study, we attempted to minimize
major ecological differences by containing all sites in
as small an area as possible (approximately 1.5 x 3
km). All sites appeared to contain similar vegetation
structures and soil type, relative to the natural range
of variation within the area. Topographically, of the
four sites, N-Si was the most distinct, occurring on a
flood plain close to a creek with obvious signs of
past flooding. Even so, despite overall similarity, it is
likely that the presence or absence of ants at the
sites reflects some undetected ecological differences
between sites.

At the ant-dispersed sites, ant abundance and/or
plant proximity to ant mounds both appeared to be
similar. The densities of active ant mounds were
similar (A-C2 = 14, A-Mi = 16 per site) and the dis-
tributions of mean minimum distances between
mounds were not significantly different (A-C2:
11.48 m (mean n = i4); A-Mi:
11.53 (mean±SD, n = 16); F1,28 = 0.0024,
P = 0.961). The median minimum distance between
a plant and the nearest ant mound was 6.6 m at A-
C2 (n = 165) and 6.0 m at A-Mi (n = 176), the 75
per cent quartile was 9.0 m at A-C2 and 8.0 m at A-
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Mi. Thus, approximately 75 per cent of all plants
sampled at both sites fall within the range of seed
dispersal (maximum of 9 m) reported by Davidson
& Morton (1981a).

Sample collection

Within each of the four study sites, we sampled leaf
material of S. diacantha at the intersects of a 3 x 3 m
lattice within a 30 x 99 m plot. This rectangular plot
size was chosen because it maximized the number of
mounds that could be represented within the ant-
dispersed sites. The 3 m sampling frame was chosen
because it was well within the range of seed dis-
persal by the ants but beyond the range of maximum
plant size. One consequence of this sampling
strategy was that we were unable to investigate spa-
tial structure below 3 m. Leaf samples were stored
in liquid nitrogen in the field and at —85°C in the
laboratory.

Electrophoretic analysis

Titan III cellulose acetate electrophoresis (Helena
Laboratories, Beaumont, TX) was performed
according to the procedures of Peakall et a!. (1993).
However, for this study we screened only the three
enzyme systems that we knew to be polymorphic at
the sites: menadione reductase (Mr, EC 1.6.99.2),
glutamate oxaloaceate transaminase (Got, EC
2.6.1.1), and phosphoglucomutase (Pgm, EC 2.7.5.1).

Statistical analysis of electrophoretic data

The percentages of polymorphic loci (P), gene diver-
sities (He), gene correlation statistics and X2-tests for
Hardy—Weinberg equilibrium and differences in
allele frequency were calculated using the computer
program BIOSYS-! (Swofford & Selander, 1981).
Analysis of spatial structure was performed using the
approaches outlined below.

Spatial autocorrelation

An analysis of spatial autocorrelation based on the
procedures of Cliff & Ord (1981) was performed for
loci polymorphic at the 95 per cent level using the
computer program v4.3—A Spatial Autocorre-
lation Analysis Program written by D. Wartenberg
(Distributed by Exeter Software, New York). For
analysis the allelic data were coded as 0 when
absent, 0.5 for heterozygotes and 1.0 for homozy-
gotes. Moran's I was calculated over equally spaced
distance classes of 3 m intervals (matching the sam-
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pling frame). This coefficient is asymptotically nor-
mally distributed as n increases (Cliff & Ord, 1981).
Consequently, an approximate test of significance
can be made by evaluating the coefficient as a
standard normal deviate. sAAI' tests for significant
autocorrelation based on this assumption by com-
paring the observed value of I with the expected
value E(1) = —(n _1)—i under the null hypothesis
of no spatial structure.

Relatedness as a measure of spatial structure

Recently, Nason et a!. (unpublished) have intro-
duced an alternative approach to the analysis of spa-
tial structure based on the estimation of Wright's
(1922) relatedness coefficient p which is linearly
related to Moran's I. The following is based on this
manuscript but a brief explanation is also provided
in Loiselle er a!. (1995). Nason et a!. have shown that
the spatial relationships between the frequencies of
homologous alleles, p, and pj, in pairs of mapped
individuals, i andj, p can be estimated as:

Gene correlation

To enable an effective comparison with our previous
study, where we used F-statistics to investigate pat-
terns of spatial structure, estimates of gene correla-
tion which are related to F-statistics as f= F1,
0 = FST and F = FIT were investigated for various
arrangements of subpopulations. The means and
standard deviations were calculated by jackknifing
across foci according to the methods of Weir &
Cockerham (1984) using an updated version of
BIOSYS 1.7. Subpopulations with fewer than five indi-
viduals were excluded from the analysis to minimize
any bias arising from small sample sizes.

Results

Plots of the sample and ant mound locations for
each of the four sites are shown in Fig. 1. Approx-
imately similar numbers of plants (160—175) were
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Fig. 1 Sample and mound locations within plots at the
four study sites of Scerolaena diacantha. There were 14
ant mounds within A-C2 and 16 within A-Mi. The
numbers of plants sampled at each site were 162, 174, 305
and 164 at A-C2, A-Mi, N-Si and N-S4, respectively.
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Samples • Mounds(pi—p)(pj—p)
Iir,2 (i<j),

kp(1 —p)

where p is the frequency of the allele with mean p, n
is the number of individuals in the sample and
k = n(n —1)/2 is the total number of possible pair-
wise connections between n individuals. A multilo-
cus measure of spatial genetic structure is obtained
by weighting the result for each locus by its polymor-
phic index, Zp,(l —ps). Values of r,1 range from —2
to + 2 with values of zero indicating that there is no
spatial structure. When there is inbreeding, rq will
overestimate p,, but it nevertheless remains a useful
statistic for describing spatial variation in population
genetic structure (J. Nason et a!., unpublished).

In this study, estimates of , were obtained at each
site for the loci polymorphic at the 95 per cent level
using a series of programs provided by J. Nason
(Department of Botany, University of Georgia,
Athens, USA). These programs provide single and
multiple locus estimates of r1 adjusted for differ-
ences in sample size and they test for significance by
randomly permuting the sample population. Signifi-
cant spatial genetic structure is detected when the
observed value for r is outside the 95 per cent con-
fidence interval for the mean value generated by the
random permutations of the data.
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Table 1 Allele frequencies, mean number of alleles per locus (A), mean
observed heterozygosity (H0) and mean expected heterozygosity (He), for the
four polymorphic loci at the four study sites of Sclerolaena diacantha

Locus

Population

A-C2 A-Mi N-Si N-S4

Pgm
n 126 145 298 150
1 0.298 0.262 0.799 0.563
2 0.687 0.645 0.186 0.403
3 0.016 0.093 0.015 0.033
Got-i
n 162 175 305 162
1 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.012
2 0.019 0.017 0.013 0.019
3 0.975 0.980 0.93 1 0.802
4 0.000 0.000 0.049 0.167
5 0.006 0.003 0.002 0.000
Got-2
n 160 165 304 155
1 0.981 0.691 0.893 0.961
2 0.013 0.297 0.107 0.032
3 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.006
4 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000
Mr
n 162 174 304 164
1 0.022 0.006 0.021 0.037
2 0.836 0.974 0.970 0.841
3 0.142 0.020 0.008 0.122

Mean n (SE) 164.8 (7.0) 152.5 (8.8) 302.8 (1.6) 157.8 (3.2)
A (SE) 3.0 (0.0) 3.0 (0.0) 3.3 (0.6) 3.3 (0.3)
H0 (SE) 0.071 (0.037) 0.054 (0.031) 0.061 (0.032) 0.083 (0.051)
H (SE) 0.259 (0.124) 0.202 (0.098) 0.177 (0.057) 0.300 (0.092)

sampled at the three sites A-C2, A-Mi and N-S4,
with almost twice as many plants sampled at site N-
Si (305) where the species was growing more
densely and uniformly.

Genetic variation among sites

Allele frequencies, sample sizes, mean numbers of
alleles per locus and mean observed and expected
heterozygosities are given for the four loci at each
site in Table 1. Despite much larger sample sizes,
only two new alleles were detected relative to our
previous study: allele 5 for Got-i and allele 4 for
Got-2, but both were at only very low frequencies.
Overall, allele frequencies were also similar to our
previous study except that allele 1 for Pgm at N-Si
was more frequently represented than previously
observed (see Peakall et a!., 1993). Twelve or 13
alleles were observed at each site with the mean
number of alleles per locus (A) ranging from 3.0 to
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3.3. The expected heterozygosity (He) ranged from
0.177 at N-Si to 0.300 at N-S4, indicating that N-S4
was the most genetically diverse site.

Although most alleles were shared, there were
nevertheless some significant differences in allele
frequencies among the sites as shown by the moder-
ate values of 0 (Table 2). The largest degrees of
genetic differentiation were found at the Pgm and
Got-2 loci, but some differentiation was also appar-
ent at the other loci. Nel's (1978) unbiased genetic
distance calculated for pairwise population compar-
isons ranged from 0.908 to 0.976. A UPGMA cluster
analysis of these data (not shown) revealed that the
populations clustered as pairs: A-C2 with A-Mi and
N-Si with N-S4. This is despite the geographical
proximity of N-S4 to A-C2 and A-Mi, rather than to
N-Si, and may well reflect some underlying eco-
logical difference among the sites that accounts for
the presence or the absence of the ants. The results
also suggest that the genetic differentiation within
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Thble 2 Gene correlation statistics for Sclerolaena
diacantha treating each of the four sites as subpopulations

Locus f F U

Pgm 0.6008 0.6985 0.2448
Got-i 0.8982 0.9055 0.0717
Got-2 0.7769 0.8064 0.1324
Mr 0.7275 0.7452 0.0649

Mean 0.6778 0.7350 0.1984
SD 0.0863 0.0565 0.0697

The means and standard deviations were calculated by
jackknifing across loci according to the methods of Weir
& Cockerham (1984).
Gene correlation parameters are related to F-statistics as
f F1, F = FIT and 0 =FST.

these population pairs will be lower than the average
value shown in Table 2.

Estimates for the average fixation index within
sites are given by the values off. Across the loci, f
ranged from 0.60 to 0.78 with a mean of 0.68 (Table
2). Because, in our earlier study, no difference in the
fixation index between seedling and adult stages was
observed, it is possible to estimate the relative out-
crossing rate as t = (1 —F)/(1 +F) (Jam, 1979). The
results are close to our previous estimates indicating
this is an inbreeding species with low levels of out-
crossing in the range of 5 per cent to 25 per cent.
This high level of inbreeding is probably a conse-
quence of natural self-pollination within flowers
(autogamy) and restricted wind dispersal of the pol-
len (Peakall et a!., 1993).

Spatialstructure within sites—spatial
autocorrelation

Correlograms depicting the change in Moran's I at
equally spaced distance classes of 3 m intervals for
alleles whose frequency exceeded 5 per cent are
shown in Fig. 2. Similar patterns were observed
when equal size rather than equal distance classes
were used (data not shown).

Consistent positive spatial autocorrelation across
loci and alleles was only observed at the A-Mi site
(Fig. 2). At this site, Moran's I for the distance
classes 3, 6, 9 and 12 m was positive but declined
with distance for all Pgm and Got-2 alleles with sig-
nificant departures from the expected values of Mor-
an's I at distance classes 3—9 m. At the A-C2 site,
positive and significant values of I were observed for
the Mr alleles at the distance classes 3 m and 6 m
whereas values of I were negative but not significant
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A-Cl P8iii
o 612182430364248546066fl78849096102

O 612182.4303642485460667278849096102

o 612I824303642495460661218849096102

06121824303642485460667278849096102
+ +

N-Si Pgm
O 6121824303642485460667278849096102

06121824303642485460667278849096102
1: +

N.S4 Pgm
0612182430364248546o6672788490%102

+ ++ + +

N-S4 Got-i
0 6121824303642485460667278849096102

Upper Distance (m)

Fig. 2 Spatial autocorrelation correlograms for Moran's I
for the two most polymorphic loci at each of the four sites
of Scierobena diacantha. +: significant positive
autocorrelation.

for the Pgm alleles. The point at which a correlo-
gram first crosses the X-axis provides an approx-
imate estimate of patch size (Sokal & Wartenberg,
1983). Therefore, a patch size in the range of 12—15
m is indicated for A-Mi with a smaller patch size of
6 m maximum at A-C2 (Fig. 2).

Only one significantly positive value of I was
observed at the first distance class at the N-Si site
(allele 3 at Mr) and none was observed at the N-S4
site. At both sites, values of Moran's I for distance
classes greater than 3 m fluctuated around zero with
occasional significant negative and positive values
but no consistent pattern indicating little if any spa-
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tial structure at these sites beyond the 3 m distance
class.

Spatial structure within sites — relatedness
coefficient rq

Figure 3 depicts the changes in the relatedness
coefficient r,3 (adjusted for sample size) for equal
distance classes of 3 m at each of the four sites and
the 95 per cent confidence intervals about the mean
for the null hypothesis of no spatial structure. Note
that distance classes are allocated differently by the

—allele-i aliele-2 —••--allele-3 95% CI

A-C2 Pgm .
O 61218243036424854606671788490961(

o 61218243036424854606672788490961(

o 61218243036424854606672788490961(

A2'Ail\2
o 612182430364248546066fl788490961(NH
o 612I8243o364248546O667278849096I

061218243036424854606672788490961'

0 6I2la243036424854606672788490961C

NS4G0t1
0 612l8243036424854606672788490%1

Upper Distance (m)

Fig. 3 Coefficients of relatedness (adjusted for sample
size) as a function of distance class and 95 per cent con-
fidence intervals for the null hypothesis of no spatial
structure for the two most polymorphic loci at each of the
four sites of Sclerolaena diacantha.
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relatedness program compared with the pro-
gram, with the latter generating a meaningful 3 m
distance in the range from 0 to and including 3 m,
whereas for the relatedness program the first mean-
ingful distance class is 6 m which includes 3 m in its
range. Some positive and significant values of r,j
were observed at the first distance class for one or
more alleles at all four sites; however, with the
exception of Pgm and Got-2 at the A-Mi site, values
of mostly fall within the 95 per cent confidence
intervals based on random permutation for distance
classes above 6 m with the exception of some higher
order deviations which were apparent in some cases.
At A-Mi, both Pgm and Got-2 alleles show a similar
pattern with initial high and significant values of r
which declined with increasing distance to become
negative between 24 and 30 m. Overall, the results
are similar to the patterns revealed by the spatial
autocorrelation analysis consistent with the expected
linear relationship between Moran's I and r,. How-
ever, the relatedness coefficient program appears to
offer a more robust test of significance and better
handling of missing data and small sample sizes than
the SAAP program. Nevertheless, it is likely that the
general conclusions will remain the same for most
data sets regardless of whether s&.&p or the related-
ness programs are used.

Spatial structure within subplots — relatedness
coefficient r,1

To test whether the patterns of spatial structure des-
cribed above hold at a smaller scale, each of the
main plots within the sites was subdivided into three
30 x 33 m plots. For each subplot the relatedness
coefficients were calculated and plotted (data not
shown). A qualitative summary of these results is
shown in Table 3 for the distance class of 6 m (range
3—6 m) for all loci and alleles. Inspection of the
Table reveals notable heterogeneity of allele repre-
sentation amongst subplots within sites. Similarly,
patterns of spatial structure also differed among the
subplots. For example, at A-Mi, Pgm allele i was
positive at all subplots and significant at two while
Got-2 allele 1 was significantly positive only in the
second subplot. Occasional significant positive values
of r were apparent at the other three sites. Consist-
ent with the trend detected for the plots as a whole,
subplots at A-Mi were the only ones to show signifi-
cant positive spatial structure at distances greater
than 6 m. The number of ant mounds found within
the subplots varied from 3 to 6, but there was no
obvious relationship between mound number and r,
(Table 3).
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Spatial structure within sites — gene correlation
statistics

The gene correlation statistic 0, summarized in
Table 4, revealed moderate genetic differentiation
among the subpopulations centred on mounds and
among random subpopulations at A-Mi. However,
there was little evidence for differentiation among
the subpopulations centred on mounds and among
random subpopulations at A-C2. Similarly, little or
no genetic differentiation was apparent among
random subpopulations at N-Si and N-S4 (Table 4).

Discussion

Spatial autocorrelation, the relatedness coefficient
and gene correlation statistics showed that local spa-
tial structure was minimal at the two study sites (N-
Si and N-S4) where there was no ant dispersal. In
contrast, at one of the two sites (A-Mi) where ant
dispersal was common, local moderate to strong spa-
tial structure was apparent relative to most other
studies. Furthermore, local spatial structure was
apparent across alleles for the two informative loci
(Pgm and Got-2) and gene correlation analysis for
all four loci also indicated genetic differentiation
among subpopulations within this site. At the other

within the major plot at each of the four sites of Sclerolaena diacantha

nonsignificant negative value;
positive value.
m: monomorphic alleles; a: absent alleles.

ant dispersed site (A-C2), spatial structure was much
weaker with only one locus (Mr) showing local posi-
tive spatial autocorrelation. In contrast to the results
at A-Mi, local spatial autocorrelation was slightly
negative at the Pgm locus, despite similar allele fre-
quencies. However, spatial structure, if any, at Got-2
was probably undetectable because of the low level
of polymorphism. Across all loci, genetic correlation
analysis showed little genetic differentiation among
subpopulations at this site.

The underlying assumption of our replicated sam-
pling design was that the only difference between
'control' and 'treatment' is the effect of ant dis-
persal. Similarly, differences between replicates are
assumed to be minimal. Indeed, overall the data
indicate that the ant-dispersed sites were remarkably
well matched for factors such as ant abundance and
plant proximity to mounds that might be expected to
affect the patterns and extent of diaspore dispersal
by the ants. Therefore, if spatial structure was found
at both ant-dispersed sites but absent in the sites
without ants, it would provide support for our pre-
diction that directed ant dispersal can generate local
spatial structure. However, the findings in this study
are not concordant across the ant-dispersed sites,
therefore at first examination it appears that the
data may not support the prediction. However, it is

Table 3 Patterns of spatial structure across alleles and loci as estimated by the coefficient of relatedness for three subplots

Locus Pgm Got1 Got-2 Mr M

Allele
Subplot

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

A-C2/l
A-C2/2
A-C2/3

——
—

— —

a
a
—

a
a
—

a
a
a

a
a
a

—

a
a

a
m
m

a
a
a
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—

m

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
a

+
a
a

+
++
+ +

+
a
a

a
a
a

3
6
4

A-Mi/i
A-Ml/2
A-Ml/3

++
+

++

+
+

++

+
++
++

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
——

—

m
a
a

a
a
a

—

++
a
a

—

a
a

a
a

a
a
a

— — — a
a
a

a —

—

—
—

a
a
a

a
—

+

a
a

a
a

a
a
a

—

+
a a

+

a
a
a

a
—

—

—
—
—

+

—

— — —

—

—

—

a
a

— —: significant negative value; +: nonsignificant positive value; + +: significant

Qualitative results shown are based on comparisons of the estimated values of ru at the 3—6 m distance class compared
with the 95 per cent confidence intervals calculated by random permutation.
At the mound sites the number of mounds (M) falling within each of the subplots is also shown.
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Table 4 Gene correlation statistic 9 (FST) for various subpopulation
arrangements at each of the four sites of Sclerolaena diacantha

Population 0 SD Mm 0 Max 0

A-C2
Six seed bank subpopulationst 0.371 0.093
Subpopulations centred on mounds$ 0.011 0.024
Mean for 10 random sets of subpopulations 0.005 0.022 —0.020 0.034

A-Mi
Six seed bank subpopulationst 0.263 0.054
Subpopulations centred on mounds 0.117 0.046
Mean for 10 random sets of subpopulations 0.083 0.015 0.059 0.109

N-Si
Mean for 10 random sets of subpopulations 0.008 0.005 0.000 0.016

N-S4
Mean for 10 random sets of subpopulations 0.016 0.015 —0.008 0.053

tCalculated across seed bank samples taken from six randomly selected ant
mounds. Based on data presented in Peakall et a!. (1993). SD calculated by
jackknifing across loci.
1:Each subpopulation was centred on an ant mound and included all plants
sampled on the lattice that were closer to the given mound than another
mound. SD calculated by jackknifing across loci.
§Subpopulations were selected using a computer algorithm that first randomly
allocated 15 subpopulation centres with the constraint that the centre was at
least 10 m from another subpopulation. All plants sampled on the lattice were
then allocated to the nearest subpopulation. Subpopulations with fewer than
five individuals were excluded from the final analysis. Consequently, the total
number of subpopulations varied among sets from 10 to 15.
SD calculated as the standard deviation of the means across the 10 replicate
sets.

clear that the differences in spatial structure
between the ant-dispersed sites probably reflect
factors other than ant dispersal.

Possible explanations for the spatial structure
differences between ant-dispersed sites

Of the two forces most likely to generate local spa-
tial structure, restricted gene flow is expected to
affect all loci equally whereas microgeographical
selection will only affect the loci under selection or
those closely linked to them. Consequently, it may
be possible to distinguish between the two forces if
spatial autocorrelation is investigated across multiple
loci (Sokal et a!., 1989). Unfortunately, as there are
few polymorphic allozyme loci in S. diacantha we
lack the power to differentiate between these two
forces based on the genetic data alone. Nevertheless,
given a lack of obvious microgeographical variation,
and the little spatial structure observed at the two
sites where ants were absent, it is plausible that
restricted and directed ant dispersal, recycling of
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seeds within long-lived ant territories and restricted
pollen flow collectively contributed to the significant
local spatial structure observed at A-Mi. This is con-
sistent also with the previous findings of spatial
structure in the seed banks accumulated on the ant
mounds (Peakall et a!., 1993).

Spatial structure in the seed bank, if anything, was
found to be greater at the A-C2 than for the A-Mi
site (Peakall et a!., 1993; Table 4) and given the well
matched sites, the lack of spatial structure in the
adults at A-C2 remains anomalous. More extensive
interpopulation migration into the A-C2 site than
the A-Mi site may act to reduce spatial structure in
A-C2, but this would require the immigration of
genes at different frequencies to those present in
order to detect this effect (Sokal et a!., 1989). This
appears unlikely given the allele frequencies (Table
i). Similarly, directional selection which can also
reduce genetic structure in the face of restricted
gene flow appears an unlikely explanation. This
would require differential fitness between Pgm geno-
types at A-C2 but not A-Mi (spatial structure is
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probably undetectable for Got-2 at A-C2 because of
the low level of polymorphism). However, similar
allele frequencies were apparent for Pgm at both
sites (Table 1) and the fixation indices were also
similar (A-C2, F = 0.693; A-Mi, F = 0.673) indicat-
ing equivalent observed and expected heterozygos-
ities. One final, but untestable explanation for the
disparity between the sites is that water-mediated
secondary dispersal was sufficient at A-C2 to mini-
mize local genetic structure. Certainly, this site did
appear to exhibit more depressions where water
accumulates than at the A-Mi site. The sampling
period also followed a season of unusual extensive
flooding. If this is the case, it would be of interest to
determine if spatial structure redevelops during
years when flooding is minimal.

Comparisons with other multiple site studies of
spatial structure

Many of the studies employing spatial autocorrela-
tion and related techniques to examine spatial struc-
ture have been focused on single sites (Waser, 1987;
Dewey & Heywood, 1988; Schnabel et al., 1991;
Hamrick et a!., 1993; etc.). As previously noted,
some of these studies have found local spatial
genetic structure, although in general this has been
rather weak; other studies have found no local spa-
tial structure at all. Studies of spatial structure
across multiple sites may be expected to be more
informative than single-site studies, especially when
one can control for a variable of interest. Several
mostly recent studies have examined spatial struc-
ture at multiple sites and interestingly, as in the
present study, differences in spatial patterns have
been found among sites. For example, Boyle et a!.
(1990) identified different patterns of spatial struc-
ture in Picea mariana: an upland site exhibited local
spatial structure while a lowland site did not. These
patterns were attributed to differences in the eco-
logical history and mating system between the sites.
Xie & Knowles (1991) report weak spatial structure
in Pinus banksiana at two of three sites. Subtle dif-
ferences in the microenviroment and colonization
history being probable explanations for the differ-
ences. Similarly, Knowles et al. (1992) found local
spatial structure in Larix laricina at one site but not
another, perhaps reflecting different recolonization
processes. In a more extensive study, Young & Mer-
riam (1994) examined spatial structure in eight
populations of Acer saccharum consisting of four
'control' populations sampled within intact forest
and four 'patch' populations sampled within frag-
mented forest. The control populations did not

exhibit positive local spatial autocorrelation
although spatial patterns in one population differed
from the other three. In contrast, the 'patch' popula-
tions did exhibit a local patchy structure. The
authors concluded that forest fragmentation has
altered genetic structure, probably as a result of
changes in gene flow relative to the normal patterns
in intact forest.

These studies at multiple sites highlight the com-
plex interactions that may create or reduce local
spatial structure within plant populations. In this
context, it appears that the existing models for spa-
tial structure which are mostly focused on single
variables, while useful, oversimplify the true situa-
tion where the forces of migration and selection
interact with even more complex factors such as eco-
logical history.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have argued that restricted dia-
spore dispersal centred on long-lived ant mounds
may explain the observed pattern of local spatial
structure in one ant-dispersed population of S. dia-
cantha. On the other hand, it appears that despite
restricted dispersal, other forces have contributed to
the erosion of spatial structure in a second ant-dis-
persed population. Collectively, these contrasting
patterns highlight the complexity of the interacting
forces that create or erode genetic structure in
natural populations. Our empirical observations are
consistent with the conclusions of Sokal & Warten-
berg (1983) who observed on the basis of their com-
puter studies that spatial autocorrelation and related
techniques are 'not a magic key' for unlocking the
secrets of population structure, but nevertheless may
aid an improved understanding of the forces that
generate population structure. Even so, a decade
later we still have a great deal more to learn about
the causes and consequences of local spatial struc-
ture in plant populations.
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